Mayor's Action Center to offer extended hours during state Hyperfix project

Indianapolis—The Mayor’s Action Center (MAC) will offer extended hours to help motorists during the first week of Hyperfix, the State of Indiana’s repair project on I-65 and I-70 in downtown Indianapolis.

The MAC will be open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. beginning May 27 through May 30 to help answer questions about Hyperfix and to assist motorists with alternative routes.

Representatives from the Indiana Department of Transportation will be on hand at the MAC to assist with the anticipated high volume of calls during the first week of construction.

“Since most residents use the Mayor’s Action Center for assistance with city issues, we anticipate an increase of calls related to the state’s Hyperfix construction project,” said Mayor Bart Peterson. “We are proactively working with the Indiana Department of Transportation to prepare motorists for Hyperfix and to ensure that residents have access to information about how the project will affect downtown traffic patterns.”

With a staff of 18, the MAC receives approximately 2000 calls each day to assist residents with questions on a wide range of city-related issues including trash removal, abandoned vehicles, and animal control. The MAC also provides walk-in services at the City-County Building, Room 2160.

Additional information on Hyperfix is available online at www.hyperfix6570.in.gov.